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Free of charge
0 - 5 years

Free of charge
0 - 5 years

Children 9 years  
and younger are not  
permitted on this tour.8.599 

Adults (16+)

10.999 
Adults (16+)

8.399 
Adults (16+)

4.299 
6 - 15 years

5.499 
6 - 15 years

4.200 
10 - 15 years

Book on re.is

Book on re.is

Book on re.is

Price from

Price from

Price from

The Golden Circle tour allows you to visit 
some of Iceland‘s most stunning sights; Geysir 
geothermal area with the hot spring Strokkur 
shooting a column of water high up into the air 
every 4-8 minutes, Gullfoss waterfall which is 
one of the most famous waterfalls in Iceland 
and filled with meltwater from Iceland´s 
second largest glacier Langjökull and last 
but not least the UNESCO site Þingvellir 
National Park which is both geologically and 
historically significant. Additionally we also 
visit Friðheimar greenhouse and learn about 
growing delicious tomatoes in an eco-friendly 
way with the aid of geothermal heat which 
Iceland has in abundance.

The classic Golden Circle with a  
sustainable twist!

The Golden Circle  
& Friðheimar

 Mon, Wed, Thu, Fri & Sat    Thu    Fri   09:00 - 17:00

RE04

This first eruption in the Reykjanes Peninsula 
in about 800 years provides an unique 
opportunity to study the geologic mysteries  
of the region and is open for all to enjoy! 

Reykjavik Excursions offers a guided tour  
to the volcanic eruption in Geldingadalur, 
known as Fagradalsfjall Volcano. The driver 
and guide will take the group to the start 
of the hiking route towards the volcano in 
Geldingadalur, where the group will hike 
towards the volcano. The hike will take 
approximately 1.5 hours each way and the  
trail is conveniently marked.

Don’t miss out on this once in a lifetime 
experience and witness the raw power of  
lava pouring out of the surface of the earth!

Geldingadalur Volcano 
Hike with Guidance

 Mon, Wed, Sat & Sun    13:00 - 20:00

SRE98

On this excellent tour we visit the lava tunnel 
Raufarhólshellir located only 30 minutes from 
Reykjavík. We will witness the inner works of a 
volcanic eruption while we walk in the path of 
lava that flowed thousands of years ago. 

The lava tunnel is one of the biggest in Iceland 
and gets up to 30 metres wide and 10 metres 
high. The lava tube ceiling has caved in near 
the entrance, which creates beautiful columns 
of light. The fantastic range of colours of the 
tunnel walls is caused by the different mineral 
types in the walls of the tunnel. 

Scenes from the Hollywood movie Noah, with 
Russell Crowe and Anthony Hopkins, were shot 
in this lava cave.

Challenge your senses!

The Lava Tunnel
- Caving in Raufarhólshellir 

 Mon, Thu, Sat & Sun    09:00 - 12:00

SRE26

Use the  #reyex  hashtag 
to share your experience

SHARE YOUR  
ADVENTURES!

Reykjavik Excursions is one of the most 
popular tour operators in Iceland offering a 
range of excellent day tours and activities. The 
company was the first Icelandic tour operator 
to receive ISO14001 EMS assessment from  
the British Standard Institute (BSI) and has  
one of the newest coach fleets. 
Reykjavik Excursions are extremely proud of 
their tours and services and always strive to 
give their guests the best possible experience.

Other fields of operation

VIÐURKENND
FERÐAÞJÓNUSTA

CERTIFIED
TRAVEL SERVICE

GOLD-CLASS
ENVIRONMENTAL
UMHVERFISFLOKKUN

EMS 582904

OR

Over 100 tours & 
activities on re.is 

Check 
online!

Find our Blue Lagoon &  
Volcano Hike combo tour on re.is

Prices & availability are subject to change without notice. 
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Free of charge
0 - 5 years

Children 7 years  
and younger are not  
permitted on this tour.

Children 7 years  
and younger are not  
permitted on this tour.

Children 9 years  
and younger are not  
permitted on this tour.12.999 

Adults (16+)

33.999 
Adults (17+)

29.999 
Adults (17+)

19.999 
Adults (16+)

6.499 
6 - 15 years

16.999 
8 - 16 years

14.999 
8 - 16 years

10.999 
10 - 15 years

Book on re.is

Book on re.is Book on re.is

Book on re.is

Price from

Price from Price from

Price from

This tour is ideal for nature lovers of all kinds. 
We drive along the south coast, one of the 
country’s most scenic regions, as far as Vík,  
a charming village next to high beautiful  
bird cliffs. 

Along the way we stop at the striking 
waterfalls Seljalandsfoss and Skógafoss and 
at Reynisfjara black sand beach which is one 
of the most spectacular beaches in Iceland, 
with the Reynisdrangar rock formations and 
columnar basalt. 

Additionally, we will stop by Sólheimajökull  
and walk up to a small lake which has formed 
in front of the retreating glacier.  

A full day of awe-inspiring sights!

South Shore Adventure

 Tue, Fri & Sun    Fri    Sun   09:00 - 19:30

RE15

We begin by driving along the south coast of 
Iceland past the infamous Eyjafjallajökull 
glacier towards its spectacular neighbour 
Mýrdalsjökull glacier. 

From there we will go on an hour long exciting 
snowmobiling adventure taking you to the 
top of Mýrdalsjökull, where you will have a 
breathtaking view of South Iceland, one of  
the most scenic areas of the country. 

After the tour we make stops at two of Iceland´s 
famous waterfalls; the much-photographed 
Skógafoss & the gorgeous Seljalandsfoss, which 
is unique as you can walk behind it and through 
the other side.

Come along on the ride of a lifetime!

South Coast &  
Glacier Snowmobiling 

Adventure
 Tue, Fri & Sun   09:00 - 19:30

SRE80

On this fun adventurous tour we will experience 
different landscapes of all kinds. We head to 
the south towards Mýrdalsjökull glacier and the 
dormant volcano Katla, The ATV tour starts from 
the base camp and it takes us down to the black 
lava sands, crossing some small rivers and 
onwards to the Sólheimasandur beach where 
a famous DC-3 airplane wreck is, known from 
a Justin Bieber music video and a Bollywood 
film. From the black beach we will enjoy the 
amazing view up to Mýrdalsjökull and along the 
south coast to Dyrhólaey promontory.

Additionally, after the ATV tour we will stop 
at the two scenic waterfalls, Skógafoss and 
Seljalandsfoss before returning to Reykjavík. 

It’s like being on the moon!

DC-3 Plane Wreck  
Black Beach ATV Adventure

 Tue, Fri & Sun   09:00 - 19:30

SRE86

A glacier hike is a great way to experience 
Icelandic nature. 

On our way to Sólheimajökull glacier, an outlet 
glacier from Mýrdalsjökull, Iceland´s fourth 
largest glacier we pass by Eyjafjallajökull volcano 
that erupted with a world famous bang in 2010.

Upon arrival at Sólheimajökull we start our 
2-2.5 hour walk on crampons up on the ice field, 
where we will learn more about the wonderland 
of ice sculptures, ridges, deep crevasses and 
why the glaciers are melting and disappearing. 
Afterwards we visit a DC-3 plane wreck on the 
black beach that crashed on Sólheimasandur in 
November 1973. En route back to Reykjavík we 
stop at the striking waterfalls, Skógafoss and 
Seljalandsfoss.

Amazing views and scenery!

South Coast &  
Glacier Hiking

 Tue, Fri & Sun   09:00 - 19:30

SRE81
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The minimum  
age for bathing  
is 12 years.

The minimum  
age for bathing  
is 2 years.

The minimum  
age for bathing  
is 2 years.

11.499 
Adults (15+)

15.989  
Adults (14+)

18.989  
Adults (14+)

5.750 
12 - 14 years

Free of charge
2 - 13 years

Free of charge
2 - 13 years

Book on re.is Book on re.is

Book on re.is

Price from Price from

Price from

Sky  Lagoon is a brand-new geothermal spa 
inspired by Icelandic nature & culture. Revive 
your senses and immerse yourself in warmth at 
the edge of the world where the North Atlantic 
Ocean stretches out before you. Above, glowing 
sunsets and stormy skies dazzle, and sometimes 
the dancing Northern Lights put on a stunning 
all-natural show. Sky Lagoon is about that 
Icelandic feeling of warmth and wonder.

Sky Lagoon the Ritual: Relax your mind,  
body and soul with the included 7-step ritual.  
Try something new. Step out of your comfort 
zone. All of these are possible with Sky Lagoon’s 
The Ritual, a truly unique journey that’s at the 
heart of Iceland’s newest geothermal experience.

Join us for rejuvenation and inspiration at 
the edge of the world!

Sky Lagoon Pure Pass  
Admission & Transfer

 Daily    13:00    15:00

SRE01

The minimum  
age for bathing  
is 2 years.5.299  

Adults (15+)

2.650 
12 - 14 years

Book on re.is

Price from

Spoil yourself by bathing in the famous  
Blue Lagoon geothermal spa during your  
visit to Iceland. 

The Blue Lagoon is not just an otherworldly 
place for the senses, it is a wholesome 
experience, rejuvenating for both body  
and soul.

While the Blue Lagoon is situated in the middle 
of a lava field, getting there could not be more 
convenient. After having enjoyed all that the 
Blue Lagoon has to offer,  you will return  
to Reykjavík.

Admission & transfer must be booked & paid 
in advance on www.re.is or at your reception

Blue Lagoon Transfer

 Daily    09:00    13:00

BL02

When selecting the Blue Lagoon Comfort 
Package you receive entrance to the Blue 
Lagoon, silica mud mask, use of a towel,  
and a drink of your choice. 

The Blue Lagoon is one of Iceland’s most 
famous tourist attractions and considered by 
many to be a once-in-a-lifetime experience,  
as well as an unmissable part of any visit  
to Iceland. 

The Blue Lagoon is surrounded by a mossy 
lava field, offering incredible scenery, with 
state of the art facilities, a unique atmosphere 
and silica masks and water that make your 
skin extra firm, yet incredibly soft! For these 
reasons and many more, visitors from all over 
the world visit the Blue Lagoon daily, and many 
return here again and again.

Blue Lagoon Comfort 
Admission & Transfer

 Daily    09:00    13:00

BL34

Get the most out of your stay in the other-worldly 
Blue Lagoon with our Premium Package. 

The Blue Lagoon Premium Package includes 
entrance to the Blue Lagoon, towel, silica mud 
mask, the use of a bathrobe, slippers and a 
towel, a drink of your choice, algae mask, and 
finally a table reservation with sparkling wine 
at LAVA Restaurant (if dining).

Relax in the warm, milky blue waters of the 
Blue Lagoon while enjoying the breathtaking 
landscape surrounding you, all while 
rejuvenating your skin with a silica and an 
algae mud mask, leaving your skin firmer  
and feeling softer than ever before.

Blue Lagoon Premium 
Admission & Transfer

 Daily    09:00    13:00

BL32
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Free of charge
0 - 6 years

Free of charge
0 - 6 years

10.990 
Adults (16+)

5.990 
Adults (16+)

5.495 
7 - 15 years

2.995 
7 - 15 years

Book on re.is

Book on re.is

Price from

Price from

WH03This tour is operated   by a third party

WH04This tour is operated   by a third party

Children 7 years  
and younger are not  
permitted on this tour.15.900 

Adults (16+)

11.925 
8 - 15 years

Book on re.is

Price from

IH01This tour is operated   by a third party

Riding on the Icelandic horse is something 
horse lovers have to experience at least once 
in their lives. On this tour, you get to enjoy the 
friendly horses on excellent riding paths. 

The riding tour is 1.5 – 2 hours and you will go 
through the lava fields surrounding mountain 
Helgafell volcano and onwards to the beautiful 
hillsides of the Bláfjöll mountains towering 
over the horizon.

The Icelandic horse were brought here by the 
Norse settlers in the 9th century and have been 
an important part of the Icelandic history.

Horse lovers shouldn‘t miss this tour!

Lava Tour
 Daily    10:00 - 14:00    14:00 - 18:00

The ocean around Iceland is home to some 
of the most magnificent creatures on Earth. 
This tour will give you the possibility of seeing 
whales in their natural habitat as well as the 
rich and thriving birdlife Iceland has to offer. 
You might see some spectacular behavioural 
displays from breaching humpbacks to spinning 
dolphins and graceful minke whales.

A unique experience, not to be missed that also 
offers some of the best scenic views of Reykjavík 
and the surrounding landscapes. Because of 
nature‘s unpredictability, it is impossible to 
guarantee sightings but in case you don’t see  
the whales you get a free ticket for a second try!

Up close & personal with the whales!

Whale Watching  
from Reykjavík

       Daily      09:00 - 12:30 (1 March - 15 November) 
  13:00 - 16:30 (All Year)  

Free of charge
0 - 5 years

4.490 
Adults (18+)

2.490 
6 - 17 years

Book on re.is

Price from

Perlan is a must-visit landmark and nature 
exploratorium in Reykjavík. Visitors will go 
through a 100-meter-long real Ice Cave, the 
first of its kind in the world, and learn about 
Icelandic glaciers in an amazing interactive 
exhibition. 

You will feel the power of volcanoes and 
earthquakes, see a realistically constructed 
bird cliff, experience oceanic wonders and 
a unique northern lights planetarium show 
(guaranteed northern lights). 

 

Visitors can see, feel, and live Iceland’s 
many natural wonders all in one place.

Wonders of Iceland & 
Northern Lights  

Planetarium Show
 Daily     Opening hours 09:00 - 22:00

PN04This tour is operated   by a third party

On this tour we sail out to Kollafjörður fjord on 
a charming old oak boat, "Skúlaskeið" which is 
especially designed to sail as close as possible 
to the islands due to the boat's shallow draught. 
The islands, Akurey and Lundey, are both well-
known colonies for puffins and other seabirds 
such as northern fulmars, seagulls, arctic terns 
and black guillemots, only to name a few. 

Puffins return to the same site to breed and 
nest year after year. While sailing, the guide 
will provide some interesting information 
about history and biology of birdlife. When 
approaching the islands the engine is turned 
off so passengers can observe the birds in their 
natural habitat and enjoy this unique sight.

Colourful birdlife!

Puffin Express
 Daily (1 June - 20 Aug)  

 11:00 - 12:00     12:30 - 13:30     14:00 - 15:00 
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Airport Transfers
45 min Free WiFi flybus.isAll flights

There is no better way to start your adventure 
around Reykjavík than by taking the Hop On - 
Hop Off bus tour with Reykjavík City Sightseeing. 
The route takes you to many of the most 
interesting places to visit within the capital and 
you have the the opportunity to hop on and off at 
conveniently located bus stops; Harpa Concert 
Hall, the old harbour area, the National Museum, 
Perlan and Laugardalur valley, only to name 
a few. 
With the best of both worlds; a modern trendy 
and forward-looking city whilst at the same 
time being close to unspoilt nature, Reykjavík 
truly is a magical place to behold.

Free of charge*
0 - 5 years

4.000 
Adults (16+)

2.000 
6 - 15 years

City Sightseeing
Hop On - Hop Off

 Daily      09:30 - 16:30

* Max. 3 children per adult. Price for each addtional child: 500 ISK. 

Price

5.000 2.500 Free of charge*

24 
HRS

48 
HRS

HO01 HO03

4.490 
Adults (13+)

2.245 
5 - 12 years

Book on re.is

Price from

FLY

FlyOver Iceland is Reykjavík's newest attraction 
located in the exciting and colourful Grandi 
harbour area. Flyover Iceland gives you the 
opportunity to experience an ultimate flying 
ride over Iceland by using the state-of-the-
art technology with the assistance of special 
effects, i.e. wind, mists and scents. 

Before the show a two-part pre-ride show will 
enlighten you about nature, time and humankind 
on this little island up in the North Atlantic. 
Afterwards you will suspend with dangling 
feets and whisked away for an exhilarating and 
unforgettable journey across Iceland.

Experience Iceland like never before!

FlyOver Iceland

 Daily     Opening hours 09:00 - 21:00

This tour is operated   by a third party

The Flybus operates in  
connection with all arriving  
and departing flights at  
Keflavík International Airport. 

For our flexible Flybus  
schedule, visit flybus.is

Reykjavik Excursions offers 
convenient private airport 
transfers 24/7.

Schedule a comfortable ride to 
or from Keflavík Airport using a 
private transfer service.

Meet your driver on location, then 
sit back and relax for the ride by 
private car or minivan, depending 
on the number of travelers.

Private Airport Transfers

It is recommended to arrive at the airport 2.5 - 3 hours before departure.

Transfer from Keflavík Int. Airport to  
designated bus stops, and selected hotels  
& guesthouses in Reykjavík & vice versa.

6 - 15 years: 50% discount       0 - 5 years: Free of charge

ROUND  
TRIP 7.999 ONE 

WAY 4.599 
Price from

Transfer from Keflavík Int. Airport to 
BSÍ Bus Terminal - City Centre & vice versa.

ROUND  
TRIP 6.499 ONE  

WAY 3.499 
6 - 15 years: 50% discount       0 - 5 years: Free of charge

Price from

Daily pick up 
starts 30 minutes 
before departure.

Please be ready in time for your  
pick up at your meeting point.

Please check the bus stops 
as they might change due  

to roadworks.

Need a pick up?
Add pick up & drop off to your tour

Reykjavik Excursions offer pick up at designated 
bus stops and selected hotels and guesthouses 
around the city. 
Pick up starts 30 minutes before tour departure, 
unless otherwise stated. Passengers are 
responsible for being ready in time and visible 
for their pick up. 
If passengers miss their pick up, they need to 
arrive at BSÍ Bus Terminal in time for tour 
departure at their own cost. 

Get locations on google maps 
www.re.is/maps

Book on re.is



Over 100 tours & 
activities on re.is 

Check online!

CHECK FOR SPECIAL OFFERS

MULTI DAY

LUXURY

ADVENTURE FLIGHTSEEING

ADMISSIONS ...

PRIVATE COMBO

HIKING PASSSKÓGARLANDMANNALAUGARÞÓRSMÖRK

HIGHLAND BUS

• Make your own travel plans for  
 a truly unique Iceland experience. 

• Travel at your own pace.

• Choose your destinations.

• One way and return tickets available.

• Travel to one destination and from  
 another with ease, in comfort and  
 at the best available prices.

• To guarantee a seat on the bus,  
 please book in advance.

IDEAL  FOR  THE 
INDEPENDENT  
TRAVELER!


